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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Outline of the Paper
Recently, statistical science saw a vigorous development of depth-based
proposals for data analysis. A subsequent need arises for more thorough
investigation of their various aspects: for instance, robustness of maximum
depth estimators in terms of breakdown point and influence function
was studied by Donoho and Gasko [5], Rousseeuw and Hubert [18],
Van Aelst and Rousseeuw [20]; asymptotics of location depth contours by
Massé and Theodorescu [15], He and Wang [9], of maximum depth
estimators by He and Portnoy [8], Bai and He [1], and Massé [14]. For
more properties of location and regression depth, see Donoho and Gasko
[5], Rousseeuw and Hubert [18], Mizera [16], and the references therein;
other brands of depth, as well as statistical applications of depth-based
methods are discussed in Liu, Parelius, and Singh [13].
In this paper, we study the continuity of depth-related procedures.
Seemingly rather a mathematical concept, continuity has important statis-
tical and data-analytic implications. In Section 2, we study weak continuity
(the continuity in the topology of weak convergence, as defined, for
instance, in Billingsley [2]) for location and regression depth procedures
formalized as functionals on probability distributions. These investigations
are related to qualitative robustness via the following direct part of
Hampel’s theorem.
Theorem. Suppose that a sequence tn of procedures is represented by a
functional T. If T is weakly continuous at P, then tn is qualitatively robust at P.
The theorem is a ‘‘minimal’’ version of the well-known results from the
literature. The original formulation by Hampel [6] contains unnecessary
assumption about the pointwise continuity; the latter was removed by
Huber [11], but only for real-valued (that is, one-dimensional) procedures.
We remark that ‘‘weakly continuous’’ here means also ‘‘uniquely defined’’,
if the corresponding theory is rigorously formulated in terms of continuity
notions for set-valued procedures—for the reader’s convenience, we briefly
review the relevant definitions in the Appendix. Another consequence of
weak continuity at P is weak consistency (for independent sequences
sampled from P).
The proof of the theorem will appear elsewhere in the literature—hence
we do not directly address qualitative robustness in this paper, oriented
rather to specific investigations concerning depth-based procedures.
Nevertheless, our weak continuity result in Theorem 6 gives in this vein a
sufficient condition for qualitative robustness—if not via the Theorem
above, then via Corollary of Theorem 1 from Hampel [6], if Theorem 6 is
combined with the pointwise continuity results given in Section 3. Here we
view a statistical procedure as a function of data points and investigate its
pointwise continuity in the usual mathematical sense. Of course, pointwise
continuity is implied by the weak continuity of the corresponding func-
tional. Hence, any counterexample for ordinary continuity translates to a
counterexample for the weak continuity. On the other hand, pointwise
continuity may hold under less stringent conditions than the weak
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one—therefore we study it separately. The desideratum of continuity for
any computational procedure reflects a desire for stability: a small change
of initial conditions does not result in a large change of the result. In
statistical literature, this kind of continuity was considered, for instance, by
Hettmansperger and Sheather [10]. Continuity properties of location
depth contours have been studied by Massé and Theodorescu [15].
Besides the definitions mentioned above, all proofs are deferred to the
Appendix. Counterexamples are sketched graphically: the left side of any
picture always shows the original and the right one the perturbed data.
Section 4 contains concluding remarks, including practical diagnostic
proposals.
1.2. Location and Regression Depth
Initially, depth was created in the multivariate location setting, to measure
how much a given point lies inside the data cloud Z={z1, z2, ..., zn},
zi ¥ Rp. The location depth (called also Tukey or halfspace depth, in view
of possible alternative definitions) ldepth(J, Z) of a point J ¥ Rp is defined
as the minimal number of data points whose removal makes J lying outside
the convex hull of the remaining data points. Location depth may be equal
to 0 (if J is already outside the convex hull of the data), or 1, 2, ..., up to n
(if all data points coincide).
An analogue of location depth in the regression setting was introduced
by Rousseeuw and Hubert [18]. Now, the data consist of the response
vector y=(y1, y2, ..., yn) and the matrix of covariates X composed from
rows x2i ¥ Rp, i=1, 2, ..., n. The regression depth of a regression fit
(parameter) J is defined as
rdepth(J, y, X)=min
t ¥ Sp
card{sign(Xt) sign(y−XJ) \ 0}.
For more insight, see Rousseeuw and Hubert [18] or Mizera [16].
In data analysis, we may use depth contours—here we understand them
as upper level sets of depth—to gain more insight about the configuration
of the data. Depth contours may be also used for depth-based trimming—
the depth-trimmed mean is computed from the data lying in a certain depth
contour. Like the Tukey’s median in multivariate location, maximum depth
estimators generalize the univariate sample median; formally, they consist
of all points lying in the nonempty contour with maximal depth.
1.3. A Real Data Example
We checked the stability of the deepest line estimator on the second part
of the data set 271 from Hand et al. [7], the tensile strength of Kraft paper
regressed against the percentage of hardwood in the batch of pulp from
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FIG. 1. The scatterplot of the original and perturbed Tensile-Strength Data.
which the paper was produced; see Joglekar et al. [12] for the original data
source and also for an alternative analysis. The left side of Fig. 1 shows the
scatterplot of the data points together with the maximum depth estimator,
the deepest line. Figure 2 shows the corresponding dual plots—plots in the
parameter space for simple regression lines: a point (x, y) in the dual plot
corresponds to the line with slope x and intercept y; a line in the dual plot
corresponds to a data point (it contains intercepts and slopes of all lines
passing through it in the sample space). Figures 1 and 2 show that there are
five data points lying exactly on the deepest line. The deepest line is unique
and its depth is 8.
The right sides of the same figures show the data after a small perturba-
tion: the y-coordinate of the single data point (eighth from the left) is
increased by a very small amount (about 10−6) that hardly can be seen in
the scatterplot, but it successfully prevents the third, fourth, sixth, eighth
and fourteenth data point (counted from left) from lying on one line. Such
a perturbation might be, for instance, just a result of rounding errors. After
the perturbation, the deepest line with depth 7 is not unique, as we can see
at the dual plot: all fits (parameters) with depth 7 are plotted in bold. Note
also that both plots (Fig. 1 perhaps under some magnification) show that
the maximum depth estimator is not a connected set: there is one line lying
apart from the plotted envelope of all deepest lines. This suggests that
FIG. 2. The corresponding dual plots.
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depth envelopes proposed by Rousseeuw and Hubert [18] should be
perceived with certain caution—they may contain lines with lower depth.
In this example, the maximum depth estimator exhibits a jump after a
very small perturbation of the data. (In the more formal language, it is not
outer semicontinuous at the original data configuration.)
2. WEAK CONTINUITY
2.1. Depth for Probability Distributions
We work in the space of all probabilities on a given sample space,
endowed with the weak topology (all our sample spaces are metric, hence
we consider all probabilities defined on the corresponding Borel fields). In
the location case, the sample space is Rp. Given a probability measure P on
Rp, the depth of J ¥ Rp is defined as
d(J, P)= inf
||u||=1
P[u2(Z−J) \ 0], (1)
where Z is any random vector with distribution P; see, for instance,
Donoho and Gasko [5].
In regression, the sample space is Rp+1 (provided that the covariates are
unrestricted so that the dimension of the covariate space is p). Given a
probability measure P on Rp+1, the regression depth of J is
d(J, P)= inf
||u||=1
P[u2X(Y−X2J) \ 0], (2)
for any random variable Y and random vector X such that the joint
distribution of Z=(Y, X) is P. The definitions obviously depend only
on the distribution of Z; however, the random variable notation is more
convenient.
The definitions just given extend ldepth and rdepth. The embedding is
done by the so-called analogy or plug-in principle: finite-sample data are
represented by empirical probabilities; (1) or (2) applied to these probabil-
ities yield ldepth and rdepth, respectively—with a minor alteration, the
values are now divided by n, so they are not 0, 1, 2, ..., n, but 0, 1/n,
2/n, ..., 1.
Typical sampling distributions often satisfy acceptable continuity assump-
tions. Recall that a hyperplane is any set of the form {J: u2J=u2x},
where x ¥ Rp and u ¥ Sp. In the location case, we say that P satisfies (C1) if
any hyperplane in Rp has zero probability P. That is, for any random
vectorZwith distributionP,P[u2Z=0]=0; for instance, if P is absolutely
continuous.
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In the regression setting, we define for any probability measure P
on Rp+1,
D(P)=inf
u ] 0
P[u2X=0] (3)
for any random element (Y, X) with distribution P. The definition of D(P)
depends only on the marginal distribution, of X, determined by P. Note
that replacing u ] 0 by ||u||=1 in (3) results in the same D(P). We say that
P satisfies (C1) if D(P)=0; any absolutely continuous P satisfies (C1).
Both in location and regression setting, we define the depth contour for
any a ¥ (0, 1] as
D(a, P)={J: d(J, P) \ a},
where d corresponds either to (1) or (2). For fixed a, depth contour is a
set-valued function of P, and so is the set of deepest points T(P)=
arg maxJ d(J, P). We say (either for location or regression depth) that
D(a, P) satisfies (C2) if it is the closure of the set {J: d(J, P) > a}. Finally,
we say a set satisfies (C3) if it is a singleton.
2.2. General Properties
We remind the reader that the definitions of set-valued continuity
notions are given in the Appendix.
Proposition 1. Both for location and regression depth,
lim sup
nQ.
d(Jn, Pn) [ d(J, P)
whenever Jn Q J and Pn Q P weakly. If P satisfies (C1), then d(Jn, Pn)Q
d(J, P).
Proposition 1 implies several continuity properties of contours and the
upper semicontinuity of maxJ d(J, · ).
Theorem 2. Both for location and regression depth,
(i) D(a, · ) is outer semicontinuous at any P;
(ii) If P satisfies (C1) and D(a, P) satisfies (C2) or (C3), then D(a, · )
is inner semicontinuous;
(iii) T( · ) is outer semicontinuous at any P satisfying (C1);
(iv) If P satisfies (C1), T( · ) is locally bounded and T(P) satisfies
(C3), then T( · ) is inner semicontinuous at P.
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Note that (iv) implies also the inner semicontinuity of D(a, · ) whenever it
satisfies (C3). We conclude with a general property in another direction,
holding when depth assumes only a finite discrete set of values—the
situation relevant for the finite-sample setting.
Proposition 3. Both for location and regression depth, if d( · , · ) assumes
values only in a finite discrete set, then the outer (inner) semicontinuity of
T( · ) follows from the outer (respectively inner) semicontinuity of
D(maxJ d(J, · ), · ) at P, whenever maxJ d(J, · ) is lower semicontinuous (and
hence continuous) at P.
2.3. Location and Regression Depth
The specific instances of depth somewhat differ with respect to the local
boundedness of their contours.
Proposition 4. Location depth contours D(a, · ), for any a ¥ (0, 1], as
well as the maximum depth estimator T( · ) are locally bounded at any P on Rp.
Proposition 5. Given a ¥ (0, 1], the regression depth contour D( · , a) is
locally bounded at any P such that D(P) < a. The maximum depth estimator
T( · ) is locally bounded at any P such that D(P) < 1/(p+1).
The example in Fig. 5 shows that if D(P) \ a, then regression depth
contour D(a, · ) may not be locally bounded at P. The following theorem
summarizes weak continuity properties for location and regression depth.
Theorem 6. Suppose that P satisfies (C1). If, for location or regression
depth, D(a, · ) or T( · ) satisfy either (C2) or (C3) at P, then the corresponding
set-valued function is continuous in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance.
We may interpret the depth contour at level a as a statistical procedure
assigning to any P a set, uniquely defined and lying in the space metrized
by the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance. In this interpretation, we may speak
about qualitative robustness of the set-valued procedure and use
Theorem 6 to assess it. The assumptions of Theorem 6 essentially imply the
uniformity property used by He and Wang [9] to derive the convergence
of empirical location depth contours (in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance)
to location depth contours of P. For location depth contours, Massé and
Theodorescu [15] obtained another set of sufficient conditions for the
Pompeiu–Hausdorff convergence, depending on the fact whether the func-
tion D(., P) is Pompeiu–Hausdorff continuous at a, the fact closely related
to our condition (C2).
For location depth, the following result, relevant to continuity assump-
tions used in our theorems, may be of interest. Under the additional
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assumption of absolute continuity and connected support of P, it follows
from Proposition 3.5 of Massé and Theodorescu [15].
Proposition 7. Suppose that P satisfies (C1) and assigns a positive
probability to any strip of the form {x: a < u2x < b}, for any a < b and
u ¥ Sp. Then, for location depth, D(a, P) satisfies either (C2) or (C3) for any
a; in particular, T(P) is a singleton.
Note that the assumption of Proposition 7 holds, for instance, if P has a
positive density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. In such a case, P
satisfies also (C1). It is an open question whether a theorem analogous to
Theorem 7 holds also for regression depth—when the regression measure
has a positive Lebesgue density, say.
3. POINTWISE CONTINUITY
3.1. Exceptional Data Configurations
It can be shown that data leading to discontinuities of depth-based pro-
cedures are, in a sense, exceptional. There are two ways to formalize this: in
the topological approach, exceptional are sets that are meager (nowhere
dense); in measure-theoretic one those with measure zero (this may have a
probabilistic interpretation: if data are sampled from a continuous proba-
bility, then an exceptional configuration occurs with probability zero). In
what follows, we adopt both approaches simultaneously. We call a subset
of Rm exceptional in Rm, if it is not dense in any open subset of Rm (the
complement contains an open dense set) and its m-dimensional Lebesgue
measure is equal to zero.
3.2. Location Depth
It is well known (Donoho and Gasko [5], Lemma 2.2) that location
depth contours Ldepth(k, Z)={J: ldepth(J, Z) \ k} are convex. We call a
convex set in Rp degenerate if its dimension is less than p (its p-dimen-
sional Lebesgue measure is zero).
Theorem 8. Location depth contour Ldepth(k, · ) is (i) locally bounded
and outer semicontinuous at all Z ¥ Rnp; (ii) inner semicontinuous (hence,
continuous in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance) whenever Ldepth(k, Z) is
non-degenerate.
Figure 3 demonstrates that inner semicontinuity may fail for certain
data; the bold parts on the left and right side both have depth equal to 2.
Figure 4 shows that global outer semicontinuity, valid for depth con-
tours, may not hold for maximum depth estimators; the deepest point on
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FIG. 3. Location depth contours may be not inner semicontinuous.
the left has depth 3, while the deepest points on the right have depth 2.
Note that this is also a counterexample related to Theorem 2.
Once a depth level k set is degenerate, then so are depth level sets with
larger k. Theorem 8 doesn’t say anything whether degenerate level sets arise
only for exceptional data configurations. A brief investigation of the one-
dimensional case reveals that this happens when the number n of observa-
tions is even. Then any data configuration can be perturbed to another
one, which doesn’t possess any degenerate depth level set; and the property
holds also in a neighborhood of the perturbed data configuration.
However, when n is odd, then the maximal level set—containing the sample
median—is always a singleton. While this may deserve a further detailed
analysis, we can show (at least in low dimensions) that the data configura-
tions with non-continuous depth contours are exceptional.
Theorem 9. Suppose that p=1, 2, 3. There exists a set G with the
complement exceptional in Rnp such that both Ldepth(k, · ) (for all
k=1, 2, ..., n) and the set of the Tukey medians T( · )=arg maxJ ¥ Rp
ldepth(J, · ) are continuous in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance at all Z ¥ G.
We conjecture that the restriction on dimension is unnecessary and that
Theorem 9 holds also for p > 3.
FIG. 4. Tukey medians may be not outer semicontinuous.
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3.3. Regression Depth
Despite similarities between location and regression depth, their
continuity behavior is slightly different. We call a covariate matrix X
nonsingular, if it has the maximal possible rank p. We say that X is in
general position, if any p rows of X are linearly independent. Given y and
X, we define Ry, X to be the set of those J ¥ Rp such that the set of those
xi’s which satisfy x
2
i J=yi is linearly independent. We say that y and X are
in general position, if Ry, X=Rp. Note the subtle difference: general position
of y and X requires not only that the covariates X are in general position,
but also the response—any line contains at most p data points.
Proposition 10. The complement of the set of all X in general position
is exceptional in Rnp. For any fixed X in general position, the complement of
the set of y such that y and X are in general position, is exceptional in Rn.
Finally, the complement of the set of all y and X which are in general position
is exceptional in Rn(p+1).
Note that Proposition 10 covers both types of random modeling used in
regression: if the regressors are nonrandom and in general position, then y
and X are in general position with probability one, as long as the distribu-
tion of the regression errors is absolutely continuous. If both y and X are
sampled at random from the continuous distribution, then X, as
well as y and X are in general position with probability one. Let
Rdepth(k, Z)={J: rdepth(J, Z) \ k}.
Theorem 11. Suppose that k=1, 2, ..., n. (i) The regression depth
contour Rdepth(k, · , · ) is outer semicontinuous at every y ¥ Rp and X ¥ Rnp.
(ii) If X is in general position and Rdepth(k, y, X) ı R(y, X) (in particular,
when y and X are in general position), then Rdepth(k, · , · ) is continuous at
(y, X). (iii) If Rdepth(k, y, X) ı R(y, X), then Rdepth(k, · , X) is continuous
at y.
If X is in general position, then D(X)=(p−1)/n and from Proposi-
tion 5 it follows that Rdepth(k, y, X) is locally bounded whenever k \ p. In
such a case, Theorem 11(ii) actually implies continuity in the Pompeiu–
Hausdorff distance. This type of continuity also holds for the case covered
by Theorem 11(iii), for any k. We do not prove this fact here—the proof is
technical and uses similar techniques as the proof of Theorem 11.
Theorem 12. (i) If X is in general position and T(y, X) ı R(y, X) (in
particular, when y and X are in general position), then T( · , · ) is continuous
in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance at (y, X). (ii) If X is nonsingular and
T(y, X) ı R(y, X), then T( · , X) is continuous in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff
distance at y.
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FIG. 5. Regression depth contours may be not locally bounded.
The example at Fig. 5 shows that if D(P) \ a, then regression depth
contour D(P, a) may not be locally bounded—this holds for pointwise, and
thus for weak continuity as well. Figure 2 presented the example when T is
not outer semicontinuous: maximum regression depth estimator explodes
under small perturbation. In such a case, the maximal depth must decrease
after a perturbation, as follows from the reasoning given in Section 2. In
the Tensile-Strength Data example, the set of deepest points remained inner
semicontinuous; the dual plots in Fig. 6 show the counterexample when it
is neither inner nor outer semicontinuous—the genuine jump occurs. The
original deepest fit has depth 5, the perturbed one 4; note that both deepest
fits are unique.
Finally, the counterexample in Fig. 7 shows that the depth contours
(here incidentally the deepest ones) may be not inner semicontinuous (recall
that they are always outer semicontinuous).
FIG. 6. Maximum regression depth estimator may exhibit jumps.
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FIG. 7. Regression depth contours may be not inner semicontinuous.
4. DISCUSSION
From the theoretical point of view, depth-based methods are, for
reasonably continuous sampling probabilities, weakly continuous (and thus
qualitatively robust). As far as numerical stability (related to pointwise
continuity) is concerned, they may exhibit sudden jumps; however, such
data configurations can be considered exceptional. The occurrence of
jumps may be attributed to the step character of the depth function—we
thank an anonymous referee for turning our attention to Zhang [21],
where a modification with smoothed objective function is proposed which
might possibly eliminate these effects.
A possible way to reduce the negative effects of depth-based procedures
is to complement them by a suitable perturbation diagnostics. We propose
few suggestions here, being aware of the fact that some of them are
applicable only for models with a two-dimensional parametric space. (Our
efforts are partly justified by the amount of coverage these models received
in the literature, despite their somehow limited scope; see, for instance,
Rousseeuw et al. [19].)
1. For location depth, watch whether contours are degenerate
(degeneracy may particularly occur for the maximal depth contour).
Theorem 8 ensures that nondegenerate location depth contours are stable.
If this test for stability fails, there is a possibility to check conditions (1)
and (2) from the proof of Theorem 9. This is feasible for small samples and
when p=2; in the latter case we have to verify that the intersection of two
lines drawn through two pairs of data points is different for any choice of
those two pairs. The same conditions, expressing essentially the fact that
the data points lie in a position general enough, start to be too tedious for
p > 3 (dimension 3 requires, for instance, that no three different planes
determined by the triples of points intersect at a common point, no two of
them at the common line, and so on). For large datasets, the verification is
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computationally expensive anyway; nevertheless, the probability of an
exceptional configuration is then small and moreover, it can be expected
(on the asymptotic grounds) that the magnitude of the possible jump will
be small too.
As an alternative, we suggest to subject data to small (random or non-
random) perturbations and then repeat the computations again (possibly
repeating the whole procedure several times).
2. For regression depth, the conditions given by Theorems 11 and 12
require to check whether covariates, or response, or both, are in general
position. If this is not the case (or the size of the data makes such a verifi-
cation computationally infeasible), there is again a possibility to use a
random or nonrandom perturbation diagnostics. It is important to distin-
guish problems where covariates are prone to perturbations from those
where they can be considered fixed and regression estimators can be viewed
as functions of the response alone.
3. It is useful to know something not only about the position of
deepest fit, but also about few contours surrounding it. A suitable plot may
provide such a knowledge—though this technique is certainly limited
mostly to the two-dimensional cases. (Perhaps something can be achieved
for p=3, and some partial plots can be proposed for dimensions p > 3; but
we are not yet able to suggest any feasible proposals.)
A common pattern of instability is the deepest fit exploding to a set with
a lower depth. On the contour plot, the possible exploded set would exhibit
itself merely as a small perturbation of the contour set with the depth
lowered by one; this contour set is often stable. Thus, plotting the
surrounding contours gives an idea how far a small perturbation can carry
the result. We suggest to plot the contours in the parametric space (in the
regression case in the dual plot). The use of depth envelopes may be
misleading—particularly when the contours are not automatically convex
or connected.
Unlike in our example in Section 1.3, a detected instability does not
neccessarily mean that the model for the data is not valid—at least
concerning its qualitative aspects, that is, form. Of course, the detected
instability always sets an alert; its typical source may be a violation of dis-
tributional assumptions, particularly certain degeneracy in the data,
arising, for instance, as an effect of rounding or grouping. For problems
with well-identified estimation target (estimation of the center of symmetry
of a multivariate distribution; estimations of a linear conditional median
curve), depth-trimmed estimators seem to be safer than maximum depth
ones, based on the fact that depth contours are less vulnerable to disconti-
nuities than maximum depth estimators.
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The behavior of the investigated depth-based procedures is quite similar
to that of the sample median and quantiles in the prototypic model of
univariate location. Therefore, the attitude of a potential user is to a con-
siderable extent predictable from his or her attitude to this classical case. In
this respect, we stand on the position that the sample median is and will
remain one of the cornerstones of data analysis, despite its—perhaps—
certain slightly disturbing properties. The same faith can be given to depth-
based procedures. Nevertheless, some caution should be exercised; especially
in sophisticated models, some negative aspects may exhibit themselves in a
more amplified manner.
APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL DETAILS
Concerning the set-valued formalism, we follow the concepts and
terminology of Rockafellar and Wets [17], where we refer also for more
details, motivations and examples. We use the subscript n exclusively for
transitions to ..
A set-valued function F from A to B is an ordinary function from A to
the set of subsets of B. A set-valued function F is called outer semiconti-
nuous (o.s.c) at x if all limit points of yn lie in F(x) whenever yn ¥ F(xn) and
xn Q x. A set-valued function F is called inner semicontinuous (i.s.c.) at x if
given a sequence xn Q x and y ¥ F(x), there exists a sequence yn ¥ F(xn)
such that yn Q y. Finally, F is continuous at x (in the Painlevé–Kuratowski
sense) if it is simultaneously inner and outer semicontinuous.
The right side of Fig. 1 shows an i.s.c but not o.s.c set-valued
function—at the leftmost from the three marked points. At the middle one
of the points, the same function is o.s.c. but not i.s.c. Outer semicontinuity
allows for an implosion in a neighborhood of the original data, the
imploded set remaining close to the original one; conversely, inner conti-
nuity allows for an explosion, the original remaining close to the exploded
set.
A set-valued function F is called single-valued at x if F(x) is a singleton.
For such a function, inner semicontinuity reduces to the ordinary continu-
ity of f. This is not true for outer semicontinuity: the left side of Figure 8
exhibits an example of the single-valued F (equal to 0 at 0 and to 1/x
elsewhere) that is o.s.c. at 0.
The bottom line here is the lack of local boundedness. A set-valued
function F is called locally bounded at x if there exists a neighborhood U
of x such that F(U)={y ¥ F(x) : x ¥ U} is bounded. If F is locally
bounded at x, then F(x) is bounded, the converse being not necessarily
true. If F is single-valued on a neighborhood of x, o.s.c. and locally
bounded at x, then F is continuous at x.
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FIG. 8. Various phenomena connected with the continuity of set-valued maps.
At the rightmost point on the right side of Fig. 8, F is continuous, but
not locally bounded (this cannot happen for a single-valued function).
Continuity and local boundedness of a set-valued function F imply conti-
nuity in the Pompeiu–Hausdorff distance at x (known also as continuity in
the ‘‘Hausdorff metric’’; see Rockafellar and Wets [17, p. 144]).
Suppose that P is a probability on the sample space. For any J ¥ Rp, we
define
d˚(J, P)= inf
||u||=1
P[u2(Z−J) > 0],
Z being any random element with the distribution P. Clearly, d˚(J, P) [
d(J, P).
Proof of Proposition 1. See [16], Propositions 5.7 and 5.21. L
Lemma 1. Suppose that Pn Q P weakly and Jn Q J. Then
lim inf
nQ.
P[u2n (Zn−Jn) > 0] \ P [u2(Z−J) > 0] (4)
and
lim inf
nQ.
d˚(Jn, Pn) \ d˚(J, P).
Particularly, if d˚(J, P)=d(J, P), then d(Jn, Pn)Q d(J, P).
Proof. The property (4) follows from the properties of weak convergence.
For Zn=Z, we obtain that P [u2(Z−J) > 0] is lower semicontinuous as
a function of u ¥ Sp. Hence there is a minimizing direction u˜:
d˚(J, P)=P[u˜2(Z−J) > 0] [ P[u2(Z−J) > 0] for all u ¥ Sp. (5)
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Correspondingly, there is a minimizing direction u˜n satisfying (5) for Pn
replacing P. Any subsequence of u˜n has a further subsequence, which
converges to u¯, say; for any such subsequence (4) holds. It follows that
lim inf
nQ.
d˚(Jn, Pn)=lim inf
nQ.
P[u˜2n (Zn−Jn) > 0]
\ inf
u ¥ Sp
P[u2(Z−J) > 0]=d˚(J, P).
Accordingly,
lim inf
nQ.
d(Jn, Pn) \ lim inf
nQ.
d˚(Jn, Pn) \ d˚(J, P)=d(J, P).
The converse inequality for limsup follows from Proposition 1. L
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is a straightforward corollary of
Proposition 1; part (iii) follows from the hit-and-miss criteria for the set-
valued liminf and the connection to inner semicontinuity—Theorem 4.5
and Definition 5.4 of [17]; (iv) uses also the fact that maximal depth is
upper semicontinuous, which follows again from Proposition 1. L
Proof of Proposition 3. The proof is obvious and is omitted. L
Proof of Proposition 4. The local boundedness of the set of deepest
points follows from that of all level sets. The proof is easy, see [16],
Example 1. L
Proof of Proposition 5. The first part follows from Proposition 5.21
from [16]; it implies the second part via Theorem 3.5 from [16]. L
Proof of Theorem 6. The theorem follows from Theorem 2 and
Proposition 4. L
Proof of Proposition 7. Note first that if P satisfies (C1), then for any J
a depth-minimizing direction exists—that is, there is u such that d(J, P)=
P[u2(Z−J) \ 0]. Suppose that Z is a random vector with the distribu-
tion P.
The key observation is that once strips have positive measure, the point
with equal or higher depth cannot be contained in the minimizing half-
space. In other terms, if J, g are two points with the same depth and u is
the depth-minimizing direction for J, then it must hold that u2(g−J) [ 0.
Otherwise the strip {x: u2J < u2x < u2g} has nonempty interior and hence
d(g, P) [ P[u2(Z−g) \ 0] < P[u2(Z−J) \ 0]=d(J, P),
leading to a contradiction.
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Suppose that D(a, P) does not satisfy (C3), that is, it contains more than
one point, and suppose neither it satisfies (C2): the closure of the set
E={J: d(J, P) > a} is not equal to D(a, P). We obtain that there is an
open ball B whose intersection D with D(a, P) contains only points which
are not in the closure of E and thus their depth is a. Other assumptions
imply that D is convex and contains more than one point.
Take g1, g2 from D and set J=(g1+g2)/2. The minimizing direction for
J must be orthogonal to the affine hull (line) of g1 and g2. Now, if there is
a line through J in any of these orthogonal directions which is contained in
D, take g3 ] J lying on this line and set J˜=J; then set new J=(J˜+g3)/2.
Repeat this process until possible; note that if we would arrive to points g1,
g2, ..., gp+1 whose affine hull would be Rp and J would be in the interior of
their convex hull, then the minimizing direction u for J should satisfy
u2(gi−J) [ 0 for all i, which is impossible: for then all gi would lie in one
closed halfspace with J on its boundary and the normal vector −u pointing
inside it.
Thus, we have finally points g1, g2, ..., gk from D, k [ p, a point J lying
in the interior of their convex hull, the minimizing direction for J is u and
there are no points from D lying in the line through J with direction u.
Suppose that points Jn lie in the intersection of the latter line with the
complement of the minimizing halfspace and converge to J (that is, they
approach J from the direction of −u). Let the interior of minimizing
halfspace be denoted by A and its boundary, containing all gi, by C. Since
Jn ¨ D,
a > d(Jn, P) \ d˚(Jn, P)
and we obtain by Lemma 1 that
a \ d˚(J, P)=1−P(A)−P(C)=1−a.
Therefore a \ 1/2. Now just take g1, g2 and consider halfspaces H1, H2,
whose bounding hyperplanes are parallel, contain g1 and g2 respectively,
and the halfspaces are disjoint (their normal vectors point in the opposite
directions). It follows that 1/2 [ d(gi, P) [ P(Hi) and there is a strip with
nonempty interior between two bounding hyperplanes—we obtained a
contradiction. L
If P is an empirical distribution of a collection of data points, then the
equality of d and d˚ holds for a large set of J: the set RZ formed by all
points J not lying on any hyperplane formed by some p points from Z.
Lemma 2. Suppose that P is the empirical distribution of a collection of
data points Z=(z1, z2, ..., zn) from Rp. For all J ¥ RZ, d˚(J, P)=d(J, P).
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Proof. Suppose that Z is an random element with the distribution P.
As already mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1, there exists the minimizing
direction u˜ satisfying (5). Now, the key observation is: if J ¥ RZ, then
P({J})=0 and the set U˜ of all such u˜ has a nonempty interior in Sp. By
Theorem 3.2 of [16], there exists a dense subset S of Sp such that
P[u2(Z−J)=0]=0 for all u ¥ S. Hence, there exists u˜ ¥ S 5 U˜ such that
d˚(J, P)=P[u˜2(Z−J) > 0]=P[u˜2(Z−J) \ 0] \ d(J, P).
Since the converse inequality is obvious, the lemma is proved. L
Proof of Theorem 8. Part (i) is a corollary of Proposition 4(i); hence,
we have only to prove (ii). Fix a point J ¥ Ldepth(k, Z), an open neighbor-
hood U of J, and a sequence Zn converging to Z. According to
Theorem 4.5 (in view of Definition 5.4) of Rockafellar and Wets [17], we
have to prove the following: there exists n0 such that Ldepth(k, Zn) 5
U ]” for all n \ n0. Since Ldepth(k, Z) is nondegenerate, closed, and
convex, the set RZ is dense in Ldepth(k, Z); hence the set Ldepth(k, Z)
5 U contains a point J˜ from RZ. By Lemma 2 and 1, ldepth(J˜, Zn)Q
ldepth(J˜, Z); since now, due to the finite-sample character of the data, the
depth can attain only values from a discrete set, it follows that actually
ldepth(J˜, Zn)=ldepth(J˜, Z) for n sufficiently large; and therefore also
J˜ ¥ Ldepth(k, Pn) 5 U—which was to be proved. L
Proof of Theorem 9. We develop a convenient notation first, in the vein
of Chaudhuri and Sengupta [4]. Let Z=(z1, ..., zn) be a data set; fix
J ¥ Rp. Any hyperplane containing J can be rotated to a new position such
that it still contains J and: (1) the zi’s lying in any of two halfspace deter-
mined by the hyperplane will remain in the corresponding halfspaces
determined by the new hyperplane; (2) at least p−1 of the zi’s lie in the
new hyperplane.
Any new hyperplane obtained in this way is determined by J and the set
b … {1, ..., n} with cardinality p−1 which contains the subscripts of those
zi’s which lie in the hyperplane. We denote by DZ(b, j) a determinant of
the matrix with columns zi1 −J, ..., zip−1 −J, zj−J. The sign of DZ(b, j)
indicates the side of the hyperplane on which zj lies. The location depth
ldepth(J, Z) is equal to the minimum
min{card{j: DZ(b, j) > 0}, card{j: DZ(b, j) < 0}}
+ldepth(J, {xj: DZ(b, j)=0}), (6)
taken over all index sets b with cardinality p−1, The ldepth appearing in
(6) is the depth of J relatively to a data set formed from all zj with
DZ(b, j)=0; all these points lie in a proper affine subspace of Rp. That is,
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the ldepth in (6) operates in a lower dimension. Therefore, the definition in
(6) is recursive, with respect to the dimension; and it is clear that the
dimensions are exhausted after finitely many steps.
We partition Rp to cells according to signs of DZ. A precell has the form
{J: sign DZ(b, j)=r(b, j), j ¨ b … {1, ..., n}, card b=p−1};
numbers r(b, j) ¥ {−1, 0, 1} characterize the cell. When formula (6) is used
repetitively, precells are further divided, and after finitely many steps we
finally obtain cells; for instance, each data point xi is a cell. The depth of
all J in any cell is the same—it depends only on a sequence of signs of
DZ(b, j) when using (6) repetitively.
To show that Ldepth(k, Z) is i.s.c. at Z, it is now sufficient to show that
each cell is i.s.c. at Z, since each depth contour is a union of cells. (Note
that the function is i.s.c. at Z also when its value at Z is ”.) Each cell is a
finite intersection of affine halfspaces and subspaces Rnp generated by data
points.
Concerning halfspaces, the first of them have form {J: sign(DZ(b, j))=
r(b, j)=±1}, which arises in the first step of using (6). Other halfspaces
arise similarly in subsequent steps—in lower dimensions. Any halfspace—
viewed as a set valued function—is of the form
ZW {J: g(J, Z) > 0} (7)
for some continuous ordinary (single-valued) function g.
Consider now the intersection of all affine subspaces defining the cell. An
affine subspace generated by data points zi, i ¥ a, where a is a set of
subscripts from {1, ..., n}, will be denoted by [{zi: i ¥ a}]. If we prove that
the set-valued function FA
ZW 3
a ¥ A
[{zi: i ¥ a}] (8)
is i.s.c. at Z for any finite system A, then we actually prove that each cell is
i.s.c.; though in general an intersection of i.s.c. functions is not i.s.c., such a
conclusion holds when all but one function (here (8)) from the intersection
are of the form (7); see Example 5.8 in [17].
A necessary condition for the continuity of (8) is that any m-tuple of
data points m [ p+1 is affinely independent (a dimension of the convex
hull of these points is m−1). Such Z will be called independent. We will
now show that there is a set G with the exceptional complement, with all
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points independent, such that the function FA, for all finite systems A, is
i.s.c. at all Z ¥ G. The proof is given for p=2.
Let G consist of those Z such that (1) zi−zj and zk−zl are linearly
independent if i ] j, k ] l and i ] k (we allow j=l); (2) for pairwise
distinct subscripts i1, i2, j1, j2, k1, k2, the three lines zi1zi2 , zj1zj2 , zk1zk2 do
not have a nonempty common intersection (Figure 4 illustrates how this
condition can be violated).
It is clear that FA is i.s.c. at any Z ¥ G if card A=1. Suppose that
card A > 1 and consider the following cases.
(a) If card a \ 3, then [{zi: i ¥ a}]=Rp; this follows from condition
(1). Hence, we can exclude from A all a with card a \ 3.
(b) If card a=1, then [{zi: i ¥ a}]={zi}. If FA ]”, then zi must lie
in all other subspaces generated by aŒ ¥ A. Hence, i ¥ aŒ for all aŒ ¥ A, by
condition (1); then FA=zi and therefore it is continuous.
(c) The remaining case is that all a ¥ A have cardinality 2. If two sets
a and aŒ have a common element i ¥ a 5 aŒ, then condition (1) entails that
i ¥ aœ for all aœ ¥ A. Thus, consider the situation that any two sets a, aŒ ¥ A
have empty intersection. Condition (2) then ensures that if card A \ 3, then
FA=”; then FA is obviously i.s.c. Finally, the case when card A < 3 is
trivial. L
Proof of Proposition 10. The proof is straightforward and is omitted. L
In the sequel, we write sign(u) for the componentwise application of
the sign function on a vector u. The result is a vector of signs s with
components si ¥ {−1, 0, 1}; for any such vector s, we define
r(s, X)=min
u ¥ Sp
card{i: sign(si) sign(u2xi) \ 0}.
and a set-valued function
As(y, X)={J: sign(y−XJ)=s}.
Comparing to the definition of rdepth
rdepth(J, y, X)=min
u ] 0
card{i: sign(yi−XJ) sign(u2xi) \ 0} (9)
gives that rdepth(J, y, X)=r(sign(y−XJ), X), and hence Rdepth(k, y, X)
is the union of all As(y, X) with r(s, X) \ k.
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Lemma 3. Suppose that X is nonsingular. If As(y, X) is unbounded and
J ¥ As(y, X), then there is J˜ with rdepth(J˜, y, X) > rdepth(J, y, X).
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that s1=·· ·=sj=0
and sj+1=·· ·=sn=−1 so that As(y, X) contains precisely all J such that
x2i J=yi for i [ j, and x2i J > yi for i > j. Since As(y, X) is convex and
unbounded, there exists a vector v ] 0 such that J+tv ¥ As(y, X) for all
t \ 0. This means that x2i v=0 for i [ j and x2i v \ 0 for i > j. Due to non-
singularity of X, there exists l (greater than j) such that x2l v > 0. This
means that there is t˜ < 0 such that J˜=J+t˜v lies in the boundary of
As(y, X). Without loss of generality, we may assume that x
2
i J˜=yi for i [ l
and x2i J˜ > yi for i > l > j.
We will show that rdepth(J˜, y, X) > rdepth(J, y, X). Applying (9), we
obtain, in view of the form of s,
rdepth(J, y, X)=j+min
u ] 0
card{i > j : x2i u [ 0}, (10)
while
rdepth(J˜, y, X)=l+min
u ] 0
card{i > l : x2i u [ 0}. (11)
Since j < l, it is sufficient to prove that the minimum in (10) does not
exceed that in (11). To this end, we will show that for every u1 ] 0 there
exists u2 ] 0 such that
{i > j : x2i u2 [ 0} ı {i > l : x2i u1 [ 0}.
Let u1 ] 0. A function gi(t)=(1−t) x2i v+tx2i u1 is continuous at 0. If
x2i v > 0, then gi(0) > 0. Hence there exists s > 0 such that gi(s) > 0 for all i
such that x2i v > 0. Let u2=(1−s) v+su1. Then x
2
i u2 > 0 if x
2
i v > 0, and
therefore
{i > j : x2i u2 [ 0}={i > j : x2i u2 [ 0, x2i v=0} ı {i > l : x2i u2 [ 0}
—recall that x2i v > 0 for i=j+1, ..., l and note that x
2
i u2 [ 0 and xTi v=0
imply x2i u2 [ 0. L
Lemma 4. If x1, ..., xn are in general position, then there exists a neigh-
borhood U of the matrix X with rows x21 , x
2
2 , ..., x
2
n such that for all X˜ ¥ U,
(-u ¥ Sp)(,v ¥ Sp) sign(X˜v)=sign(Xu), (12)
(-v ¥ Sp)(,u ¥ Sp) sign(X˜v)=sign(Xu). (13)
Proof. Fix u ¥ Sp and let s=sign(Xu). In the proofs of both state-
ments we can assume, without loss of generality, that s1=·· ·=sj=0,
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sj+1=·· ·=sn=1; in other terms, x
2
i u=0 for i [ j and x2i u > 0 for i > j.
Since X is in general position, j [ p−1, and vectors x1, ..., xj are indepen-
dent. Thus, there exists a neighborhood U … Rnp of X and a continuous
function j from U to Rp such that x2i j(X˜)=0 for all X ¥ U and i [ j, and
j(X)=u. A function gi( · )=x
2
i j( · ) is continuous on U and gi(X) > 0 for
i > j, therefore there exists d > 0 such that gi(X˜) > 0 for all X˜ with
||X˜−X|| < d and i > j. Choose d sufficiently small so that j(X˜) ] 0 for
X˜ ¥ U with ||X˜−X|| < d. Letting v=j(X˜) finishes the proof of (12): for
any X˜ with ||X˜−X|| < d there exists v ¥ Sp such that sign(X˜v)=s.
Suppose the contrary to (13). Then there exists a sequence Xn such that
||Xn−X|| < 1/n and a sequence vn ¥ Sp such that sign(Xnv)=sn, and there
is no u ¥ Sp such that sign(Xu)=sn. Since there is only a finite number of
the sign vectors, we can pass to a subsequence with sn equal to some s.
Similarly, we may assume that vn Q v (passing possibly to a subsequence),
due to the compactness of Sp. Since XnQX, we have that v2n x
n
i Q v
2xi and
hence v2xi=0 for i [ j and v2xi \ 0 for i > j (assuming the form of s as
before). Suppose that v2xi=0 for i [ l and v2xi > 0 for i > l \ j now. We
proceed analogously: vectors x1, ..., xl are again independent, hence there
exists a continuous function j: R lQ Rp such that x2i j(a)=ai for i [ l and
j(0)=v. The continuity of gi(a)=x
2
i j(a) and the fact that gi(0) > 0 for
i > l imply that there exists d > 0 such that gi(a) > 0 if i > l and ||a|| [ d.
Let ai=0 for i [ j, ai=d for i=j+1, ..., l and u=j(a). Then x2i u=0 for
i [ j and x2i u > 0 for i > k, a contradiction. L
Proof of Theorem 11. Again, (i) follows from Proposition 1, so we have
to prove only (ii) and (iii). Recall again that, for any k, Rdepth(k, y, X) is
the union of all As(y, X) such that r(s, X) \ k. In (ii), X is in general posi-
tion, hence Lemma 4 yields that {s: r(s, X) \ k}={s: r(s, X˜) \ k} for every
X˜ from some neighborhood of X. In (iii), X remains constant; in both (ii)
and (iii) we obtain that i.s.c. of Rdepth(k, · , · ) is implied by the i.s.c of
As( · , · ) at (y, X), for any k such that r(s, X) \ k. From now on, the proof
is the same for (ii) and (iii).
Fix J from As(y, X). We may assume, without loss of generality, that
si=0 (hence x
2
i J=yi) for i [ j and si=1 (hence x2i J [ yi) for i > j.
Actually, there is some l \ j such that x2i J < yi for i > l, and x2i J=yi for
i [ l. The last condition, together with the fact that J is in R(y, X) yields that
the vectors x1, ..., xl are linearly independent (in particular, l [ p). Thus,
there exists a continuous function j, defined on some neighborhood U of
(y, X), such that x2i j(y˜, X˜)=y˜i for all (y˜, X˜) ¥ U and all i [ l, and
j(y, X)=J. For i > l, functions gi(y˜, X˜)=x˜
2
i j(y˜, X˜)− y˜i are continuous
and positive at (y, X), hence there exists a neighborhood V ı U of (y, X)
such that gi > 0 in V for i > l. It follows that j(y, X) ¥ As(y, X) for all
(y, X) ¥ V. Since j is continuous at (y, X), As( · , · ) is i.s.c. at (y, X). L
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Proof of Theorem 12. In view of Proposition 2 and Theorem 11, it
remains to prove only that the deepest set is locally bounded and its depth
is constant in a neighborhood of (y, X).
Let I(X) be the set of all p-tuples {i1, ..., ip} such that xi1 , ..., xip are
independent. For all I ¥I(X) a system of equations x2i J=yi has a unique
solution which we denote by JI(y, X). If X has rank p, then I(X) is non-
empty; if X is in general position then I(X) contains all subsets of I with
cardinality p. In (i), we have X in general position; since the set of all X in
general position is open, there exists a neighborhood V of X such that
I(X˜)=I(X) for all X˜ ¥ V. In (ii), X remains constant. Therefore, in both
(i) and (ii) we may treat I(X) as a fixed non-empty set, persistent under
small perturbations of the data. Thus, from now on the proof of (i) and (ii)
proceeds along the same lines.
We will show now that As(y, X) is bounded if and only if
||J|| [max{||JI(y, X)||: I ¥I(X)} (14)
for all J ¥ As(y, X). Note that As(y, X) is a finite intersection of halfspaces
{J: x2i J [ yi}, {J: x2i J \ yi} and of hyperplanes {J: x2i J=yi}. Therefore,
As(y, X) is contained in a polyhedral set B; if As(y, X) is bounded, then B
is a polyhedron. A point J0 is a vertex (extreme point) of the polyhedron B
if and only if J0=JI(y, X) ¥ B for some I ¥I(X). Since any polyhedron is
a convex hull of its vertices, (14) follows for all J ¥ As(y, X).
Let m(y, X)=maxJ rdepth(J, y, X). Now, Rdepth(m(y, X), y, X) is
bounded, by Lemma 3. If r(s, X) \ m(y, X), then As(y, X) is bounded by
maxI ¥I(X) {||JI(y, X)||}. Hence by continuity of JI(y, X), As( · , · ) (or
As( · , X) in (ii), respectively) is locally bounded at (y, X). Local bounded-
ness of Rdepth(m( · , · ), · , · ) (or Rdepth(m( · , X), · , X), respectively) at
(y, X) then follows. L
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